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Abstract. PRIAM/ANTIGONE are Maxwell finite element codes, developed
at LAL. They make use of a coherent set of F.E. formulations suited to the
Maxwell's equations, taking as unknowns the normal or tangential components
according to the required continuities of the fields. A numerical investigation
in frequency domain provides an example of the versatility and the comple-
mentarity of the different approaches. Some perspectives on applications of
the domain decomposition methods in view of parallel computing are given.

PRESENTATION

In applying finite element methods to the Maxwell's equations, it is important to
consider the continuity of the normal/tangential components, D.n , B.n, E x n or H
x n (n being an unit vector normal to the considered interface or boundary) of the
four vectors describing the electromagnetic field. There exits finite elements espe-
cially designed for achieving these continuities. In the 3D case the denoted "H(div)"
tetrahedron element ensures the continuity of the normal components (with respect
to the faces) which are actually the unknowns of the discretized problem. This fi-
nite element is suited, for example, in electrostatics in presence of different dielec-
tric media and for getting the capacities which are directly related to the fluxes of D
across the conductor surfaces. In "H(curl)", often called "edge element", the com-
puted unknowns are the circulations of the calculated vector along the edges of the
tetrahedra. This last element ensures the continuity of the tangential components.

It is out of the scope of this presentation to detail all the interesting properties of
these elements in relation with the Maxwell's equations. For more theoretical infor-
mation the reader is referred to [ I ] [2]. The codes PRIAM/ANTIGONE, developed
at LAL, combine the use of these different finite elements H(div) (for D, B), H(curl)
(for E, H) together with the classical Pl-Lagrange element (for the potential V), in
order to solve harmoniously the Maxwell's equations with respect to the particular
assumption in concrete physical situations. For a review of the general topics of
PRIAM/ANTIGONE one can refer to the Web (http://www.lal.in2p3.fr/SimNum/)
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Figure 1: This is an example of eddy current calculation in time domain (in 2D axisym-
metric geometry) for the hadronic calorimeter of the ATLAS detector (for the future LHC
machine). The problem was to evaluate the forces due to eddy current in the copper plates
of the hadronic calorimeter resulting from a quench in the supraconducting solenoid. In the
plates we have curl H = trE (cr : conductivity); in the non-conducting domain we have
curl H = 0 and H can be derived from a scalar potential. We are led to mix H(curl) el-
ements (H-formulation) with Pl-Lagrange (for representing the potential). On the left is
given a scheme of the structure; on the right a contour plot of eddy current density in the
first 30 plates after 9s (the current in the solenoid is considered to be decreasing exponen-
tially with a relaxation time of 4Os; the scale is different for the two schemes). The results
were validated by a semi-analytical approach [6].

or see ref [3]. Since this last reference, the code has been used in different applica-
tions either in detector design [4] or in accelerator physics [5], and also some devel-
opments have been provided (Figure 1). The frequency domain has been revisited
and improved.

A NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION

In PRIAM/ANTIGONE, versatile modules are available in frequency domain
either in 2D, 2D Fourier calculation ("transverses modes"), or in 3D; with eventually
periodic boundary conditions. Using algorithms combining the same integrals as
in frequency domain, a more recent development allows the code to provide the S-
Matrix of a structure having input and output ports, as well as the response of such a
structure to a given harmonic input. For an explicitation of such algorithms see [7].

In frequency domain, PRIAM/ANTIGONE provides two complementary formu-
lations, both based on the H(curl) element. The E-formulation starts from the eigen-
value equation: curlcurlE = &2E (k = u/c ; u>: pulsation, c : light velocity) with
boundary conditions: E x n = 0 on conducting walls and H x n = 0 on magnetic
walls. Using the H(curl) element we get the circulations of E along the edges of
tetrahedra and therefore piecewise linear approximations for E. B is deduced from
the relation : B = (curlE)/u>; B is piecewise constant. The H-formulation starts



Figure 2: TRISPAL cell: mesh d (see Fig. 3) and contour plot of moduli of the magnetic field. Two
adjacent cells are magnetically coupled through four slots. Taking advantage of the symmetries of
the cavity, the calculations have been carried out on 1/16 of a cell. One can see half of a coupling
slot on the top of the figure. The axis is vertical, on the right.

from the eigenvalue equation: curlcurlH = A;2H. A linear approximation of H is
then got. D can be derived piecewise constant.

The method is free from any "spurious mode" pollution (see [8]).
The use of the two formulations provides complementary information. From

the above considerations it follows that the quality factor (depending on H-moduli
on the conducting boundary) should be better approximated with the H-formulation
whereas the shunt impedance (depending on circulations or some similar integrals
of E) should be better approximated in E-formulation. Nevertheless we will see that
these arguments may have to be modulated.

We present here some results of calculations which were proposed to us by P. Bal-
leyguier [9] concerning the optimized structure for the high intensity proton acceler-
ator of the TRISPAL project (Figure 2). Results obtained with different refinements
of meshes are plotted on Figure 3.
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Figure 3: TRISPAL cell: Frequency and quality factor as calculated for the w-mode using
four meshes: a (13974 unknowns), b (18782 unknowns), c (29585 unknowns), d (42940
unknowns). Dark points are for H-formulationt light points for E-formulation.



ANTIGONE (E)
ANTIGONE (H)

MAFIA
SOPRANO

v mode
f(MHz)
350.43
351.22
351.81
352.01

Q
37878
33753
34114
38755

g(O)
156.2
151.3
154.5
155.0

zero mode
f(MHz)
355.04
356.33
356.72
356.35

Q
44478
42517
40373
44754

g(O)
152.8
147.5
149.9
150.5

ANTIGONE (E)
ANTIGONE (H)

MAFIA (3D)
SOPRANO

single cell (3D)
f(MHz)
360.17
361.69
361.72
361.40

Q
40499
40609
36271
40058

g(O)
150.7
145.8
146.8
147.

PRIAM (E)

MAFIA (2D)
SUPERFISH

single cell (2D-axy.)
f(MHz)
360.49

359.29
361.37

Q
40471

38578
40888

g«l)
148.4

150.6
148.7

Table 1: TRISPAL cell: PRIAM/ANTIGONE and some other codes. Three cases have
been systematically computed: n-mode, zero-mode and a "single cell" case (i.e. a single
cell, with same dimensions but without coupling slots). The zero-mode and w -mode are ob-
tained by considering the slot coupling plane respecti vely as electric or magnetic walls (from
this fact, one may suppose, in PRIAM/ANTIGONE, that the zero-mode would be a little bit
better approximated in E-formulation and ir-mode in H-formulation). In the "single cell"
case, 2D axisymmetric calculations have been made with 2D codes SUPERFISH, MAFIA-
2D and PRIAM (MAFIA, SOPRANO and SUPERFISH results are from Balleyguier).

Table 1 puts together our final results with those obtained with other programs
by Balleyguier. The agreement between ANTIGONE H- and E-formulations is good
for frequency and geometrical impedance. The results are more difficult to interpret
for the quality factor. Results are close to each other for the "single cell" case, but, in
other cases, there are quite important differences, especially in 7r-mode. The mag-
netic coupling seems to play a role in these differences, probably more important
than the above continuity arguments on E- and H- approximation quality. It is then
difficult to decide which is the best value for the quality factor in this situation (the
given MAFIA and SOPRANO results do not help much in that goal!). A challenge
is to complete information with further calculations on other types of structures in
order to get a theoretical explanation of the observed phenomena.

PERSPECTIVES

The parallel architectures open new perspectives for the development of acceler-
ator computing. The domain decomposition methods in view of parallel computing
is a new goal for future PRIAM/ANTIGONE developments.

The general idea is to split the computational domain into "subdomains" and to
assign one subdomain to each processor. In order to connect the subdomain results
one has to reformulate the problem on the interface between the subdomains. This
kind of method is widely known for elliptic problems (heat transfert, electrostatics
etc.).



Figure4 : Test for a modal synthesis method on a 2D eigenvalue problem (AM = k2u). Therectan-
gle is split into 2 subdomains. The 2 first coupling modes, the first fixed mode on the left subdomain
and a combined solution (with 8 fixed modes on each subdomain and 4 coupling modes) are repre-
sented. The first two frequencies of the total structure is obtained with an accuracy better than one
percent.

The so-called "modal synthesis" method [10] adapts the domain decomposition
technics to frequency calculations by using eigenmodes of subdomains (it has been
successfully applied in mechanics). As a matter of fact, the general method for ap-
proximating an eigenmode of an operator is to search it as eigenmode of the matrice
representing the considered operator in an approximation functional space with a
reduced dimension. The idea of "modal synthesis", as proposed in the quoted ref-
erence, is to take as approximation space, a space spanned on one hand by (suited)
extensions, on the whole domain, of subdomain eigenmodes (fixed interface modes;
with fixed boundary conditions on the interface between subdomains) and on other
hand by extensions of functions defined as eigenmodes of a certain interface operator
(coupling modes; "connecting" the subdomains).

An example of the faisability of the method is shown Figure 4 on a very simple
geometry. Although some questions remain to answer with this method applied to
the electromagnetic eigemmode problems, it seems to be very promising.

These new developments in view of parallel computing imply the use of up-
to-date programming methods, especially Object Oriented tools: they allow one
to expect safety, versatility and quality of the code. In this goal we are helped by
the programming rules we had already adopted in designing the current FORTRAN
PRIAM/ANTIGONE which are close to O.O. prescriptions (encapsulation of data,
with associated handling tools).

As programming language we have chosen the C++, associated with PVM for
parallelization. An entirely O.O. C++ version of the topological description of a 2D
mesh within PRIAM concepts has been achieved. A parallelized domain decompo-
sition algorithm for Laplace's equation, both in PI and H(div) formulation together
with a preliminary modal synthesis module have been implemented.



THE PACKAGE

The algorithms of the PRIAM/ANTIGONE package are clearly separated from
the mesh generating as well as from the post-treatment, through well identified in-
terfaces which can be carried out very easy for any domestic configuration. The
PRIAM/ANTIGONE package can be inserted in any existent finite element pack-
age. Because the used finite elements provide properties consistent with the nature
of the physical fields (continuities) the algorithms can be easily extended to new
problems without big programming investment. So that it is possible, with a unique
set of meshing, graphical and numerical post-treatment tools, to use different finite
element designs (mechanical, heat transfert etc.) together with PRIAM/ANTIGONE
in the electromagnetic domain.
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